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Ketamine and Tertiary Hyperalgesia

In the United States, the medical profession is facing the consequences of decades of reliance on opioid-based analgesia. The mainstream media has taken notice and the opioid epidemic has taken center stage in many of the nation’s best-known newspapers [NYTimes]. The perioperative arena is no exception: routine elective surgery is now complicated by countless numbers of patients presenting with a history of using high doses of opioids or opioid agonist-antagonists for opioid addiction. Perioperative management of these patients is difficult and fraught with risks of under-treatment of pain due to, for example, fears of respiratory depression [Coluzzi 2017]. For example, a patient with chronic back pain secondary to failed back syndrome on methadone may present for a simple procedure such as cholecystectomy but then complain of severe back pain postoperatively. Assuming proper positioning during surgery, why would abdominal surgery exacerbate back pain?

In this issue of Minerva Anestesiologica, Moon et al. investigate the effects of ketamine, a N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA) antagonist, on pain at an area distant from the site of surgery in a randomized, placebo-controlled trial [Moon]. Surgical induction of this phenomenon, described as tertiary or remote hyperalgesia, resulted in a reduction in mechanical pain thresholds (MPT) measured at the dominant palm in healthy female patients undergoing laparoscopic hysterecomy in the control group. Moon and colleagues demonstrated that while MPT was lowered in the control group, the administration of relatively high subanesthetic doses of ketamine not only prevented a reduction in MPT but actually increased the MPT in study patients. Although they did not study pain ratings using a visual analog scale or numerical rating scale and did not report opioid consumption, these findings are encouraging because they suggest that ketamine may have a role in treating patients with baseline pain distant to the surgical site, even without a notable opioid history. They have provided some initial clinical evidence that the NMDA receptor may play a role in tertiary analgesia, although this mechanism requires further study.

The efficacy of ketamine on primary and secondary hyperalgesia have been established in a wide variety of patients and surgeries [Laskowski, Bell, Loftus, Bornemann-Cimenti]. Ketamine’s analgesic mechanism of action is mostly attributed to its NMDA antagonism, although it does affect opioid and monoaminergic receptors as well [Weinbroum 2012]. Moon and colleagues speculate that ketamine’s effects on tertiary hyperalgesia might be mediated through neuroplasticity via central sensitization [Moon]. They remark that the clinical relevance of the differences in MPT between the two groups of patients is currently unknown.

It is notable that the doses of ketamine used by Moon were relatively high to be considered “subanesthetic”: 1 milligram (mg)/kilogram (kg) bolus followed by an infusion of 0.5 mg/kg/hour. Other studies of subanesthetic ketamine commonly used a 0.5 mg/kg bolus followed by an infusion of 0.15-0.5 mg/kg/hr [Adam, Loftus, Porter, Pacreu]. Although Moon et al did not note an increase of ketamine-related adverse side effects in their small, healthy patient population, it is well established that ketamine administered at anesthetic doses increases the incidence of untoward psychomimetic effects.
In a retrospective study of more than 300 postoperative patients receiving low-dose ketamine infusions, sixteen percent reported central nervous system excitation symptoms [Schwenk]. There appears to be a difference in the incidence of ketamine infusion side effects in patients undergoing general anesthesia compared to postoperative, awake patients. However, the verdict is still out as to what dose of ketamine is both effective and devoid of side effects.

Is it possible that ketamine may be one of the answers to the clinical conundrum of patients reporting severe pain at a site considered remote and unrelated to his or her surgical trauma? If so, what is the appropriate dose of ketamine to prevent this from happening? Is there a benefit in continuing ketamine into the postoperative period? These questions currently remain unanswered, but the work of Moon and colleagues certainly brings us one step closer to effectively managing these complex clinical scenarios. We look forward to further research on this interesting topic.
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